
II. Magnetic lock wiring methods:

A. 12V DC input wiring connections:
 Connect the red wire to the positive pole to the 12V+ terminal.
 Connect the black wire to the negative pole to the 12V- terminal as shown below.

12V+

12V-

Red wire

Black wire

B. Wiring Connections for detecting door condition:
 Current output of relay contacts is 1Amp at 24VDC.
 Monitoring NC, a normally close switch signal, please connect the 2 white wires  to  the corresponding
      receiving wire.

III. Magnetic lock Series Power Consumption:

Voltage 60 Series 180 Series 280 Series 380 Series 600 Series

12VDC 100mA 300mA 460mA 480mA 600mA

If you have any question or would like a product demonstration please do not hesitate the IN2 Access & Control Team.
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Professional design to
Resist  remnant magnetism

Attention: Don’t screw the suction plate too tight. Keep proper flexibility for the rubber
Filling piece to automatically adjust the suction force of the traction plate to the correct
position

I. Attention. Matters for the installation of the Mag-Lock

1. The magnetic lock should be fixed firmly onto the door frame with the suction plate fixed to the
 door. The suction plate must not be nailed or welded to the door. Please use gaskets and rubber rings
 supplied to install. After fixing, the suction plate must be able to move up and down, left and right slightly.
2. When drilling a hole, take notice to see if the suction plate and the lock body can deviate from its installing
 position. The surface of the lock body and that of the suction plate must dovetail together. The pattern for
 Installation is used when the door is closed under normal conditions.
3. Lock body and suction plate surface should be kept clean. Never use corrosive cleaners to spray or rub the
 surface. The lock inside should not be allowed to get wet. (Check IP rating of ordered lock)
4. Please ensure the terminal voltage of the lock remains at 12VDC and 24VDC. We do not recommend wiring
 several locks into a single supply as this may damage  the power supply if one lock is short circuited etc.
5. Failing to follow the above guidance may affect the operation of the magnetic lock
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Magnetic lock standard installation diagram

Installation diagram of traction suction plate
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